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Good morning/afternoon to everybody,
I do have the pleasure to send you our monthly newsletter for September 2018. I am sorry I am late this month.
Summary
As you know we went to the notary to set to public the shareholders agreement, and we did also did the
same with the finance round. We are supposed to receive the document from the notary and register
within this month, as soon as we have both docs we will send you a copy of it for your records. As we
mentioned in the last newsletter we keep contact with some investors interested in our potential second
closure of the round.
Sales are kept at the same level than former months, although we expected to close some customers by
september (Latam and others) they communicated us that the process will take more time.
Strong cash flow received in the last month because of the payment of the debt of relevant customers
(Globalia, Iberostar, Mahou, Iberia, etc). More than 175 K € of customers since Sept 1 till today.
We paid 80 K of the Segittur I Loan in Sept
Important month in terms of sector visibility with relevant activity at the IATA GAPS Meeting at Athens,
and at the INDRA annual airlines summit in the first week of october.

Key Metrics:
Every month we give a preliminary P&L, we are doing the same in September, but be aware that the definitive
figures will be done within this month (we do our official accounts quarterly with the VAT settlement) expected
changes will be minor. We keep accrued positive EBITDA although in September our EBITDA is below zero
because of the costs increases and extraordinary costs that have been charged in September (first payment of annual
agreement with Tnooz, training of new CRM Tool  Hubspot, Google API costs, retainers for some partners that
have been charged in Sept, etc).
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We do enclose a graph with the last 12 months figures (Revenue/Costs/EBITDA):

Our MRR kept the same figure than in August at €61k in September
Total invoices paid by our customers added up more than 175 K € from Sept 1 till Oct 15, today the only
significant delay is in Buenos Aires, although we’ve received a confirmation of the authorization to pay, it
is not executed yet.
As it is visible in the graph, the cost line (orange) has peaked up in Sept, we expect the figure to go down
slightly in October. At the same time, because of that, and also because in Sep 17 the reestructuring
started to show impact, it is the first month were the monthly P&L is worse than the same month one year
ago.
We are in negotiations with Caixa Day One, BS, Bankinter for loans to support the resources for the
international growth. We are also looking for other lines of goverment loans to keep the same level of
leverage.

Pipeline and Sales:
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Singapore Airlines has informed us that they want to evaluate if they include our solution wihin their APP (today is
on their web desktop and web mobile).
Indra’s relationship has open new leads. As a consequence of that key contacts and interest from decission makers in
relevant leads as Saudi Airlines, El Al, Lot, TAP, Aegean and others.
LATAM Airlines, process is ongoing, they’ve informed us that the web plan is delayed and we will have to wait, it
is not clear if it will be decided within Q4 yet. Through Pearlsahre we open good opportunities as Accor and
Shangri La. SBB process keeps going on, and they’ve asked to be compliance with accesibility standards that they
have to fulfill (web for people with some handicaps), we are working on it.
In Latam, the Minister of Tourism of Argentina has stopped any activity regarding outsourcings, so, the project with
MINTUR is not going to be done in the short term. We are opening new leads in the region, opening a new partner
(commision only) in Colombia.
Our churn accrued is 0,41% (accrued last 12 months). Churn is equal to net loss (loss  upselling) on rolling basics
(interannual contracts) divided by ARR. It is a very relevant metric, as it shows the strenght of the customer base.

Team
No relevant changes, as many of you know, I do a 1to1 meeting with the key directors every six months, and the
commitment and push is very good in all the team.
We hired two new trainees, to act a SDR (Sales Development Representatives), they will open new leads that will be
closed by partners and by the senior team in the sales department.
Still looking for a senior sales director, and also for a partner to represent us in China. As you know we do have one
partner in Bangkok and another in Delhi, and we see that the size and proactivity of the companies in that part of the world
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worth to invest more our resources there.

What’s next
Sell, sell, sell
Sales Director (when we find the right profile)

What I need help with
We want to get in touch with somebody at CLevel at Adobe, if anyone has got one, please let us know. You also know the
leads we are working on, if you have any contact that may help, please do not hesitate to call us. Of course, any CLevel
customer or contact in the kind of leads that we work with will be welcome (thanks José Rivera for the latest ones, keep
pushing!).
But last, but not least, be patience, I know we are under our goals, but we are optimistic that we will be above 1 M € sales
this year, and we should be close to 100 K in MRR, if we have the right timing with the customers in this last quarter.
Happy to answer any questions you might have.
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MADRID ‑ BUENOS AIRES ‑ ZURICH ‑ BANGKOK ‑ LONDON ‑ DELHI
CHECK OUT OUR NEW VIDEO ;)

https://youtu.be/DxKeF7QZEk
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